
NEWPORT HIGH SCHOOL 
AVID 10 SYLLABUS 2018-2019 

 
Course: AVID (Advancement Via Individual Determination) 

 
Instructor:  

Ms. Naomi Hill 
Prep 

Period: 
 
Period 6: 1:35-2:25, and after school from 3:20-4:00 

Email:  
naomi.hill@lincoln.k12.or.us (this is my preferred contact method)  

Phone: 541-265-9281, ext. 288 
 

 
Course Description 

Course 
Overview: 

AVID 10 is a university preparation class designed to give students the skills 
necessary to succeed in high school, the work force, and in college. The goal is 
that each student stays in AVID for all 4 years of high school. In year two of 
this four-year program, students will build on organizational and academic 
skills from their freshman year, with a special focus on test preparation, 
vocabulary building, study skills, and college and career exploration. 

Significant 
Deadlines 

for the 
Semester: 

These will be communicated with students throughout the course.  
 Binder checks will take place weekly. Students are also required to 

manage their content areas outside of the AVID elective course.  
 Tutorials will be on Tuesdays and Thursdays, and students need to 

come prepared to participate with Tutorial Request Forms.  
 Cornell Notes, or Focused Note Taking, will be checked weekly. 
 Other assignments will have specific deadlines mentioned in class.  

Course 
Passing 

Criteria:  

To remain in the AVID program, a student must maintain a 2.0 GPA in all 
classes and maintain satisfactory citizenship and attendance in all classes.  
Students will be active learners, be prepared for all classes with all assigned 
work completed, take Cornell notes daily, and be active participants in all 
activities. 

Grading 
Criteria: 

20% Organization: Binder checks, Planner maintenance, and Cornell 
Notes/Focused Notes 
20% Inquiry: Tutorials and Tutorial Request Forms (TRFs) 
60% Participation and WICOR (Skill-Development): Class participation and 
Daily assignments/activities 

Required 
Materials: 

Binder with zipper pouch, 2 pencils, 2 black or blue pens, 2 highlighters, 
planner, 7 subject dividers labeled with classes, and notebook paper  
This binder needs to be maintained throughout the semester.  
Students must have class materials out on their desk when the bell rings.  
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Assessment 
Homework: AVID is designed to help support students in other classes, so AVID 

homework will be minimal. It is absolutely necessary for students to spend 
time reviewing their notes from the core subject classes, in addition to 
completing any homework that is given in those classes. After reviewing their 
notes, students are expected to complete a TRF (Tutorial Request Form). 

Marks in 
Pinnacle 

Assignments will be labeled by category. The required standards for 
AVID are the assignments related to binders, tutorials and Cornell 
notes. Class participation is required for all activities.  

Mark Definition 
90 -100 A 
80 -89 B 
70 -79 C 
0 -69 F 
P Passing score 70 – 100 
N Non Passing Score 0 – 69 
I  Incomplete 
G No Grade, No Credit 
E Exceeded expectations on the practice 
M Met expectations on the practice 
NM Nearly meets expectations on the practice 
D Did not meet expectations on the practice 
L Late practice 
R Revision needed 
T Turned in, not yet graded 
X Exempt from standard or practice 
Z Never turned in the assessment or practice 

 

Standard 
Late Policy 

The AVID program, as well as WICOR standards, are about keeping students 
responsible for their academic work. In line with this philosophy, students 
will have one school week (7 days) after an assignment is due to turn in the 
assignment. Any late work will receive a maximum grade of a C (70%).  

Standard  
Make-Up 

Policy: 

Each student will be given 2 opportunities to pass each standard.   
1. The initial standard assessment. 
2. If a student fails the standard or misses the assessment or is seeking 

to improve their score, they will be given until the end of the six-
week grading period to make up the standard.  These make-up 
times must be scheduled with the teacher outside of class time. It is 
the student’s responsibility to schedule standard make-up 
appointments. Before and after school are great times to make up an 
assessment. 

3. Athletes and others who miss an assessment due to pre-arranged 
absences should arrange a make-up time for an assessment. Before 
and after school are great times to make up an assessment. 

4. The highest score from all attempts will be the score placed into 
Pinnacle.  

 
 



General Policies 
Respect Respect is one of the most important expectations in my classroom. I will treat 

you with respect and I expect you to do the same towards me, your peers, and 
the classroom environment. When in doubt, remember the Golden Rule: treat 
others as you would want to be treated! 

Accommo-
dations: 

Any student seeking accommodations on an assessment or for other general 
classroom activities should speak to me individually. I will happily meet the 
accommodation needs of students with IEP’s and 504’s.  

Technology: In accordance with school policy, cell phones, iPods, etc. are not allowed in 
class from bell to bell.  If any piece of technology is seen or heard during class, 
regardless of whether or not it is in use, it may be confiscated and turned over 
to the office as per school policy. If permission is granted to one student to use 
their technology for a momentary academic purpose, it is not to be assumed 
that permission is extended to anyone else.  

Cheating and 
plagiarism:  

Cheating and plagiarism are not acceptable in the real world, nor will I tolerate 
them in my class. When you get caught, you will automatically be referred to 
school administration for disciplinary action. If you are unsure about whether 
something is cheating or plagiarism, speak to me before turning it in!  

Tardy: Each student is allowed 3 tardy marks per semester.  After the third tardy, 
detention will be assigned for each successive tardy noted.   
 
The nature of AVID requires students to have satisfactory attendance in order 

to remain in the program. Lack of attendance or excessive tardies will result in 

a probationary contract, and if necessary removal from the program.  

Food and 
Drink: 

Students are allowed to have food and drink in the classroom as long as: 
 The items are small and are not a distraction (such as noise or smell); 
 Drinks are kept in a sealed container; 
 Students clean up their food/drink by the end of class. 

In addition, the microwave should not be used without permission.  
 
I reserve the right to revoke food and drink privileges at any time.  

Assigned 
Seating: 

Students will be working frequently in partners and small groups, and students 
have input into the seating chart, but student choices will be avoided if they 
inhibit classroom instruction. Once a seating chart is created students must sit 
in assigned seats. 

 


